
Sketchbook Practice and Reflective Prompts: 

Here are some ideas and prompts for your journaling practice over 

the next week or so. Feel free to play around with these ideas.  

Do as much or as little as you feel like and have fun! 

 

 

 

Final Editing, Completing & Finishing.  

If you haven’t tried it yet find experiment with a painting that is ready for 

finishing and test out how different it looks with an application of gloss 

medium.  

You might also like to revisit the work you have completed during the 

course, looking at each painting in turn and seeing what edits if any you 

want to make to complete them.  

You might also like to play around with some of the ways you can test 

out potential changes and edits on a painting first.  Here are three things 

you could try: 

1) Taking a photograph and using an app like Procreate (for Apple) or 

Adobe Sketch ( for android) to make amendments to the image be-

fore doing then in real life.  

2) Using pieces of coloured paper that you can then position to imitate 

the changes you want to make.  

3) Using a piece of acetate film that you can paint on and then lay over 

the painting imitating the changes.  



 

 

 

Final Editing, Completing & Finishing.  

Reflections: 

If you haven’t already done this then you may like to make some notes 

on your experience of editing and finishing.  You could start to make a 

note of your experience by jotting down some words that describe how 

you feel about the piece.  You may find it useful to do this for the next 

pieces of work you complete and see if you have  similar responses as a 

way of identifying how you know when a painting is “finished.” 

 

Sometimes when editing we might disrupt something in the work, or try 

an edit that we then don’t like. We may lose something in the work we 

liked or find ourselves needed to rework areas to bring them back in 

keeping with the rest of the painting.  

What thoughts and responses do you notice in yourself as you are ed-

iting?  

Are they helpful or unhelpful? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


